
  

Understanding DSRC's 
Wordpress Site

Wordpress makes it easy to create a website for a blog or organiation.  
What makes it easy is that the Wordpress framework makes it easy to 

create “blog Posts”, “Web Pages” and menus to navigate between them.
Wordpress also provides an editing framework for manipulating the 

webpage appearance.
A typical website only uses a small percentage of the options Wordpress 

can provide.
This presentation will show how I used Wordpress to beging the David 

Sarnoff Radio Club website.   There's more to do, but it's a start! 



  

What This Presentation Covers
1) The Wordpress Operating Model and keywords, the 
Wordpress Dashboard and the website Theme Frame

2) Understanding why we selected  our website's 
“Theme” and what the Theme does for us

3) How to create a Blog Post or an Event using the 
Dashboard

4) Roles for modifying and extending the website



  

The basic “Theme” Model
Wordpress is both a piece of software and a community 
of people extending it.  The basic software is free and 
open source.  It provides the basic model. 

A Wordpress website can be used for everything from a 
personal picture book to a shoe store, and much more.

While the guts are the same for all sites, the look and 
feel of a Wordpress website comes from customizing 
software (called the Theme) which adapts Wordpress 
controls for Blogs, Stores, Clubs, Museums, 
Resumes...   you name it.

Where do Themes come from?

Community Theme Creators produce classy looking 
Themes as open source components of Wordpress. 
Website Administrators select a Theme, then use the 
rules from that Theme to fill the website with content.

These Creators make money offering deluxe themes 
and selling support and customization or even 
implementations using their Theme.

We use a free theme called “Iconic One” selected from 
Wordpress's Theme tab.  Here's the creator's website:

https://themonic.com/iconic-one/

Website

Theme
(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”

“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame



  

Elements of the “Theme” Model
● The Theme defines fonts, menus, layout and how 

information is displayed in browsers on PCs, 
tablets and phone displays

● The most visible aspect of a Theme is the Theme 
Frame -- it provides for navigation around the 
website and automates different tasks.

Wordpress fills the Frame with:
● Pages look like HTML web pages, but they are 

displayed within the Theme's Frame
● Blog Posts are like diary entries and are 

chronological.  They appear in a list, with newest 
first.  Old Posts don't vanish, they fade away off of 
“Recent” lists and are “Archived”.  Posts can be 
sorted using Categories and Tags

● Our Theme adds Events. These are calendar 
entries and can be shown individually or as a list 
or table or monthly calendar.  Events appear to 
vanish after their event date.

Each type of content can include a mix of pictures 
and text and audio and video...
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From Keywords to Website 
● The Wordpress system begins with the Dashboard.
● An automobile dashboard shows you the state of the fuel, the 

headlights, the speed, the radio, and has buttons and knobs for 
changing fans, lights...

● The Wordpress Dashboard has controls for changing Themes, Pages, 
Events, and Blog Posts.  Also downloading Media 
(pictures, sound, video) and creating photo Galleries. 

● Only Administrators and Editors (etc.) can see the Dashboard, and 
then only when they log-in to the “wp-admin” system.



  

An Administrator can see our website 
from the Dashboard View.

This view allows editing of content. 
Areas of the website are listed on the 
left: Posts, Events, Media (images, audio 
and video), Pages, etc. 

Also listed are some administrative stuff:
Changing Themes, adding Plugins, 
managing Users.

The white area is the “operating room” 
showing widgets and syntax to be added 
or formatted for each Page, Event, 
Post, Plugin, Theme or User!

Let's start by operating on the Theme...

The Wordpress Editor “Dashboard”



  

Selecting a Theme... from the theme marketplace!

Each rectangle shows a different theme,
with a Name and representative layout.
There are THOUSANDS of 
themes available on Wordpress.
Some are free, some have a yearly cost.
Ours is free, though it has a pro version
if we wanted to integrate ticket sales, etc.



  

“Home” in our 
chosen Theme

Website
Theme

(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”
“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Home Page N2RE.org



  

Why I selected 
this theme

Website
Theme

(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”
“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

The Appearance of the website is defined by the Theme.
Themes can be radically different in appearance, 
Although they all have the same basic components 
(widgets and blog posts and pages and events,)
Themes have their own particular style.

Above are six themes which I considered for our website.
I tried all of these before settling on “Iconic One” which has 
nice layout, events, galleries and plenty of text display tools.

How to install a theme? It is easy!

When you click a theme it asks you if
you want to activate that theme, which
replaces your website's current theme.

(note: content is made up to
show off the best features of each Theme)



  

OUR THEME...

Our theme has a top menu, a sidebar, 
and shows text or blog posts well.
Others show pictures better... or animation, 
but we don't need that.
Our theme will make our website more 
about content instead of form or aesthetics.
... and it will make our content look good.



  

Now that we have a Theme
● The “Customize” Menu item under Appearance 

allows you to select things to put in the “Frame” 
like a Logo, Menu (and menu items) and 
“Widgets” for the theme's Sidebar.

● Appearance>Customize offers options to 
populate the “Theme Frame”



  

The Frame has 
lots of options!

Clicking on any of the items 
(like, for example, Homepage 
Settings)  will bring up lots of 
possible customizations for the 
homepage.

Because it is free, and because 
it is a theme.. the options don't 
let you do ANYTHING.  You can 
only customize in the ways they 
want to you.

In fact, the homepage has only 
two settings: Page or Post? and
What page or post to use. 



  

Websites Always 
Start from “Home”

Home [terms are confusing here]  is the 
landing webpage for a website. In the “Iconic 
One” theme, Home could be:
– A Home Page* which is a static webpage with 

Headers, Text, Images, Links, Lists of the latest 
Blog Posts and Events and various widgets  

(OR)
– A dynamic Blog List. The user sees a Theme-

formatted list showing the latest blog posts,

(AND) 

Home always displays:
– The Theme Frame area, showing: Logo or Site 

Identity, Menus, Sidebars and other widgets.  
The Theme's Frame is consistent for all Pages 
and Blog Posts, and allows navigation between 
Pages, Events and Blog Posts.

* We use the static page approach for Home 
because our most important information is 
unchanging. 
Blog Posts are not featured on the landing 
“homepage”.  The user can find Blog Posts via the 
list on the right side in the frame.
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The Theme Frame, 
as customized for DSRC

Website
Theme

(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”
“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Home Page N2RE.org

Content area

The Frame always shows:
- Identity and Logo
- Menu of Pages
-Quick reference (rptr)
- Lists of Blog Posts
- Lists of Events
- Search, etc.



  

The Theme Frame:
Frame Logo
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(We use “Iconic One”) 
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“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Logo/Site Identity

Content area

Our Theme tops the page with
either a Logo image

Or a Site Identity headline.
I wanted both, so I created a 

Logo image which has 
text burned into the image.



  

The Theme Frame: 
Frame Menu
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Menu

Content area

The Menu is part of the Theme.
Our theme allows only one menu,

and it can be displayed here or
in the sidebar.

We specify what goes in it.



  

The Theme Frame: 
Frame Sidebar
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(We use “Iconic One”) 
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Theme Frame

Sidebar

Content area

The “Sidebar” consists of widgets.
Widgets we use are:
● Search (our website)
● Custom HTML showing Repeater info
● Recent Blog Post list
● Upcoming Events list



  

The Theme Frame:
 in the Frame Sidebar
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(We use “Iconic One”) 
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Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Blog Posts

Content area

As contributors add Blog Posts to the 
website, the list pushes down, 
so only the latest posts are on the sidebar

Don't worry, the other Blog Posts are still
there!  



  

Website
Theme

(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”
“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Events

Content area

Upcoming Events are listed. 
They are sorted starting from today.
Don't worry, a “View All Events” link
at the bottom of the list. Allows us to see 
future and past event listings.

The Theme Frame:
 in the Frame Sidebar



  

Frame is filled with
”Content” (Pages, etc.)
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Blog Posts
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Content area

“Content” fills the non-Frame region.
Each page has a custom arrangement.
On our Home Page (“Welcome!”) I put: 
- A short paragraph about us,
- A set of internal links to learn about us, and
- A list of recent blog posts with summaries
The Frame has other timely information.         



  

Frame & Content
(a different page)
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Content

I wrote this “LINKS” page to transfer the many 
links from our original site.
Notice that the Frame doesn't change other than the 
blue highlighting of “LINKS” in the top menu.
This page has lots of links and an external “Bug” for 
propagation conditions, implemented as an HTML 
snippet I inserted using a Wordpress “widget” 



  

Frame & Content
(Showing Blog Posts)
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Blog Posts
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Although Blog Posts are not prominent on the homepage, they can be found via the Menu...
This Special Page includes a Headline (“Most Recent Blog Posts” and a list of the latest blog posts.
The list can be customized to have the entire Blog Post (title and content) shown, 
   or it can be set to show the title and a short excerpt from each Blog Post, 
   or it can be set to show only the title of each Blog Post (the way the list is shown in the sidebar)
I set up this page to show the entire content of the last 5 blog posts, which can make for a very long page.



  

Events

Website
Theme

(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”
“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Our Theme is especially good at creating calendars of Events.
Each Event has a title, date and time, description, 
Venue (in this case it is the repeater frequency), 
and lists of Event Categories and Event Tags assigned when
the Event was created.
An Event can be exported using iCal format or Google Calendar.

More info:  https://wordpress.org/plugins/the-events-calendar/



  

The Special 
“Events Page”
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The-Events-Calendar has  a special pre-formatted page with 
options for viewing Events.  
The “List” display format is shown,
The “Month” calendar format shows a grid one month long
And “Find Events” uses the “Search for Events” box to find events by keyword
... for example, searching for “meter” would fine the Nov 24 “Two Meter Net”.

This pre-formatted page covers most “Event” related needs.
At the bottom of the page there is even a way to export the website calendar...
  Note: this pre-formatted special page does not have the sidebar!!
     Also note that I scrolled the header off-screen to show more content.



  

Posts and Events

The Iconic One Theme is especially good at creating a website full 
of

 Events and Blog Posts.
Where do those Blog Posts come from?

Where do those Events come from?

We have to create them!

Wordpress has tools to make this task relatively simple.



  

A Blog Post has:
- A title
- Blocks: Text, Headers, Images, 
Tables, Audio, and other Block 
types, [click on the “+” square]  and...

[CLICK GEAR and DOCUMENT to see:]
- Categories (multi-select)
- Tags
- A “Featured Image” which is 
shown in the list of Posts
- A short Excerpt when the first 
few words of the first paragraph 
would not be a good summary.
- And YOU are the author 
(depending on who logged in to 
the session)

 How to create a 
Blog Post 

To Create a new Blog Post from
the Dashboard....

Click on “Posts”
Then “Add New”

The “operating room” then shows 
a form for creating a Blog Post



  

 Adding a Post to 
the Blog 2

A Blog Post has:
- A title
- Blocks: Text, Headers, Images, 
Tables, Audio, and other Block 
types, and...

[CLICK GEAR and DOCUMENT to see:]
- Categories (multi-select)
- Tags
- A “Featured Image” which is 
shown in the list of Posts
- A short Excerpt when the first 
few words of the first paragraph 
would not be a good summary.
- And YOU are the author 
(depending on who logged in to 
the session)

This 
is 

a “Q
uote” B

lock

Pic + List Block

H3 header Block



  

Here is the Finished 
Blog Post

You are done! It looks like this!  

The blog post can be Published 
immediately, or you can schedule the 
posting for a future date.

For example, you may publish a 
Blog Post called “Final Prep for Field 
Day” immediately, and also schedule 
“Thank You to all who participated in 
Field Day” to be posted on the evening 
after the event.  (Because you will be too 
tired to log on and post it!)

The latest published Post is always on top of 
“Recent Blog Posts”. 



  

Adding an Event is more complicated

To add an Event
- Select “Events” on 
the Dashboard 
- Select “Add New” 
under “Events”
- Add an Event title 
(Keep is short, but descriptive)

- Add a description
(a few lines of text explaining 
what it is, and who is invited, 
what to bring, etc.)

- Add Time & Date
- Add Tags
- Add Categories 
(by clicking menu items)

- Preview
- Publish



  

Example of Adding an Event
To add an Event
- Select “Events” on 
the Dashboard list
- Select “Add New” 
under “Events”
- Add an Event title 
(Keep is short, but descriptive)

- Add a Description
(a few lines of text explaining what 
it is, and who is invited, what to 
bring, etc.)

- Add Time & Date (etc.)

- Add Tags (in the box)
(Delete by clicking “x”)

- Add Categories 
(by clicking menu items)

- Preview
- Publish



  

Adding an Event  (MORE STUFF!)
Down below Time & Date there are 
MANY more things that can be set

Location/Venue can even have a map 
link

Organizers including their website (if 
this is helpful.)

The Event's Website 

The Event's Cost ($0 =free, or leave 
blank)

Excerpt:  If the full description won't 
make sense when truncated, put in 
alternate text which can be shown as 
an excerpt of perhaps 40 characters 
or so.

and.. Comment settings, Author, 
Featured Image, Featured/Hidden 
Event....



  

Adding an Event  (Final Product)
Before I took this screenshot off my PC I scrolled down on the 
web page to actually display the Event's “Details” box.

It's not a very good Event entry!  Clearly, the photo of Sarnoff 
sending Morse Code in the snow takes up too much space as 
the “Featured Image”

Event creation involves balancing the artistic with the 
practicality of display.  

Be clear in the description.

Be complete in the information.

And write it as if you were encountering the information for the 
first time.

- Don't use acronyms without explaining them
- Don't use informal names for places, people, events.
- Be accurate and not ambiguous.



  

 Roles for Website Modification
The Administration of the website

Website
Theme

(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”
“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

There are many tasks involved in creating 
and maintaining a website.  These tasks can 
be  divided into Roles for Users.  
Some roles have access to the guts of the 
system, other roles only have access to a 
few Dashboard tools. (e.g. New Event, New 
Post, Edit Post or Event)

Users are given one of five levels of ability:
● Site Owner
● Administrator
● Editor
● Author
● Contributor (we won't use this one)

Manage Users
Manage Users



  

 Roles for Website: Administration
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Blog Posts
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Site Owner and Administrator
An Administrator has full power over the site and can do everything related to 
site administration*....
Administrators can create more Administrators, invite new users,  remove 
users, and change user roles. 
They have complete control over posts, pages, uploaded files, comments, 
settings, themes, imports, exports, other users.
Nothing related to site-administration is off-limits for Administrators, including 
deleting the entire site*. 
This is why we recommend having only one administrator per blog.  (Club 
needs at least two Administrators... to be “bus-safe”)

* Some Limits on Administrators
Only the Site Owner (the user that created the site) can transfer site 
ownership to another administrator.
While Administrators can upgrade a site and register a domain name, they 
cannot access the purchases and stored payment methods created by 
other administrators or the site owner... (we won't have payments, etc.)

From: “https://wordpress.com/support/user-roles/”

                Administrator      
including     

 Site Owner    
Manage Users

Manage Users



  

 Simpler Roles: Editor, Author, Contributor...
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(We use “Iconic One”) 
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Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Editor
An Editor can create, edit, publish, and delete any post or page (not just their own), 
as well as moderate comments and manage categories, tags, and links.

Author
An Author can create, edit, publish, and delete only their own posts, as well as 
upload files and images. Authors do not have access to create, modify, or delete 
pages, nor can they modify posts by other users. 
Authors can edit comments made on their posts.  (I believe an Event is a custom 
type of Post, so Authors can create, edit, publish and delete their own Events.)

Contributor
A Contributor can create and edit only their own posts, but cannot publish them. ... a 
Contributor’s post is approved and published by an Administrator...
Contributors do not have the ability to upload files or images, ...

Other roles
“Follower” and “Viewer” are consumers who can see a 
bit more and comment more easily...  
I don't think we have any use for these roles.

Text from: “https://wordpress.com/support/user-roles/”

We probably can get by with making everyone
either an Editor or an Administrator.

Author and Contributor Roles are more for commercial
websites.... or ones where you don't trust workers.

We could make someone an Author if they only want 
to only do one thing, like add Blog Posts without the 
distraction of other Dashboard controls. 



  

 Abilities: Editor, Author, Contributor
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(We use “Iconic One”) 

“Events”
“Pages”

Blog Posts

Theme Frame

Editor (abilities outlined in green dashes)
An Editor can create, edit, publish, and delete any post or page (not just their own), 
as well as moderate comments and manage categories, tags, and links.

Author (abilities outlined in red lines)
An Author can create, edit, publish, and delete only their own posts, as well as 
upload files and images. Authors do not have access to create, modify, or delete 
pages, nor can they modify posts by other users. 
Authors can edit comments made on their posts.  (I believe an Event is a custom 
type of Post, so Authors can create, edit, publish and delete their own Events.)

Contributor (no publishing abilities, but can create content.)
A Contributor can create and edit only their own posts, but cannot publish them. ... a 
Contributor’s post is approved and published by an Administrator...
Contributors do not have the ability to upload files or images, but they can see your 
site’s stats.

Other roles
“Follower” and “Viewer” are consumers who can see a 
bit more and comment more easily...  
I don't think we have any use for these roles, but the web page below lists them.

Text from: “https://wordpress.com/support/user-roles/”

We probably can get by with making everyone
either an Editor or an Administrator.

Author and Contributor are more for commercial
websites.... or ones where you don't trust workers. 

Author

                                 Editor



  

Things I haven't covered
How to make a Page:  
Pages use something called the Block Editor. 
Image every paragraph, heading, list, image is a wooden block, and the page 
shows all the blocks piled on top of each other....  There are videos to explain 
this!
How to make a photo gallery 
(NextGen Gallery has a good “Overview” menu item on the dashboard.)
How to reference outside web addresses
How to manage users
How to back up the website/version control (I don't know how!)

How to make the page layout obvious to the user
How to get other people to help with the website.
and lots of other things.... The “Busy Box” page is good for experimenting.

The End... ?


